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INTRODUCTION

requirement in most applications, from knowledge manage-

paradigmsbasedontheretrievalofdataon thebasisofprecise

now a growing perception that this type of paradigm does
not model a large number of search tasks, such as product
selection in e-commerce sites among many others, that are
imprecise and require exploration, weighting of alternatives

Because the goal is end-user interactive access, a holistic
approach in which modeling, interface and interaction issues
are considered together, must be used and will be discussed

BACKGROUND

-

hypertext/hypermedia links and d) static taxonomies, such

between the user model (concepts) and the model used by
-

and to poor user interaction because query formulation is

require structured data and are not applicable to situations in
which information are textual and not structured or loosely

Hypermedia techniques (Groenbaek&Trigg,1994)have

do not support abstraction so that exploration is performed

Building and maintaining nontrivial hypermedia networks

Traditional taxonomies are based on a hierarchy of
concepts that can be used to select areas of interest and

easily understood by end-users, but they are not scalable for

number of documents retrieved becomes rapidly too large

forces behind it is retrieval, the general semantic schemata
proposed are intended for programmatic access and are

agents, which increases costs, time to market and decreases

DYNAMIC TAXONOMIES

Dynamic taxonomies
faceted search systems, are a general knowledge manage-
ment model based on a
heterogeneous data items and are used to explore/browse
complex information bases in a guided yet unconstrained

The intension of a dynamic taxonomy is a taxonomy

-
ships in addition to subsumptions

required by dynamic taxonomies is a generalization of the

items are very often about different concepts: for example,
th
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In dynamic taxonomies, a concept C is just a label that
-

sumptionrelationshipbetweenaconceptand itsdescendants,

the deep extension
by C includes the shallow extension

implies that logical operations on concepts can be performed
by the corresponding set operations on their extension, and
therefore the user is able to restrict the information base (and
to create derived concepts) by combining concepts through

-

Concept relationships other than subsumptions are inferred
on the basis of empirical evidence through the extension
only, according to the following extensional inference rule:

d

unnamed relationship between terrorism and New York, if an
terrorism and New York

same time, because New York is a descendant of USA, also a
relationship between terrorism and USA

The extensional inference rule can be easily extended
to cover the relationship between a given concept C and a

produce conceptual summaries not only for base concepts,
-

taxonomies can produce summaries for sets of items pro-
duced by other retrieval methods such as database queries,
shape retrieval, and so forth, and therefore access through
dynamic taxonomies can be easily combined with any other

descriptionsof items, so thatheterogeneous itemsofany type

invariant, and multilingual access can be easily supported by
maintainingdifferent languagedirectories,holdinglanguage-

Exploration

The user is initially presented with a tree representation

zoom
operation changes the current state in the following way:

user focus

reduced taxonomy is derived from the initial taxonomy

term dynamic taxonomy indicates that the taxonomy
can dynamically adapt to the subset of the universe on
which the user is focusing, whereas traditional, static

The retrieval process can be seen as an iterative thin-
ning of the information base: the user selects a focus, which
restricts the information base by discarding all the items not

concepts, which summarize the current focus, are those and

user is effectively guided to reach his goal by a clear and
consistent listing of all possible alternatives, and, in fact,
this type of interaction is often called guided thinning or
guided navigation. 

whether a simple concept expansion or a zoom operation
is required, each concept label usually shows a count of

Dynamic taxonomies can be integrated with other re-

on the dynamic taxonomy can provide a context on which
other retrieval methods can be applied, thereby increasing

start from an external retrieval method, and see a conceptual
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